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Developing Enterprise iOS Applications: iPhone and iPad Apps for Companies and OrganizationsO'Reilly, 2011

	
		If you plan to develop iOS applications in a corporate setting—for internal consumption or for sale to end users—you need to read this book. Veteran developer James Turner shares best practices and lessons learned from his recent on-the-ground experience planning, building, and shipping an iOS application in an enterprise...



		

Williams Textbook of Endocrinology, 11eSaunders, 2007

	In your complex and dynamic field, it can be a struggle to continually integrate the latest scientific and clinical information into your everyday patient care. The 11th Edition of this beloved reference is the solution! Leading authorities provide just the right blend of scientific insight and clinical know-how to help you overcome any...


		

Pesticides: A Toxic Time Bomb in Our MidstPraeger Publishers, 2007
The writing of this book came about through a serendipitous circumstance. I wrote a book dealing with child labor in the United States, published three years earlier, containing a chapter that included a description of the hazards migrant farmworkers and their children face, not the least of which was exposure to pesticides. While mentioning the...





		

Greatest Guide to Photography: Because It's More Than Pushing the Button (Greatest Guides)Greatest Guides Limited, 2012

	Photography tips and advice to help you... + add wow to your images with simple, little-known techniques that change a good shot into a great shot + get pin-sharp, perfectly composed & correctly exposed images, time and time again + choose the best camera and identify only those essential accessories + take stunning portraits of your...


		

Turn eBay Data into DollarsMcGraw-Hill, 2005
You already have the answer to boosting your eBay sales and profits...
You just have to know where to look. Turn eBay Data into Dollars shows you how to use the powerful tools available on eBay to sell smarter and make more money on every sale. Learn to mine sales data from tools such as Andale Research Tools, Terapeak, and...


		

Professional Microsoft Windows Embedded CE 6.0 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Windows Embedded CE is a 32 - bit, native, hard, real - time, small - footprint operating system developed by Microsoft to address the needs of handheld, mobile, and embedded devices. With support for multiple processor architectures, Windows Embedded CE can be adapted to a variety of devices like Smartphones, PocketPCs, set - top boxes, thin -...





		

The Law, In Plain English, For PhotographersAllworth Press, 2002
The photographer's definitive business and legal resource is now completely updated and expanded.  In this valuable guide, arts attorney Leonard DuBoff takes you step by step though all the legal aspects of the photography business.  Here is expert advice for everything from contracts to trademarks, including government licenses, taxes, censorship,...

		

eBay For Seniors For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Expert advice helps seniors find bargains and make money on eBay


	eBay is a great place to help seniors find bargains or supplement their income by selling items. This book offers the basics on buying or selling on eBay with confidence in a format that's ideal for the senior audience, including a larger print format than...


		

The eBay Billionaires' Club: Exclusive Secrets for Building an Even Bigger and More Profitable Online BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Of the millions of eBay sellers online today, only a handful qualify for membership in a special club consisting of the legendary auction site’s cream-of-the-crop merchants. Collectively, those fortunate enough to join the ranks of this club sell more than $1 billion in merchandise each year and are responsible for more than 70 million annual...





		

Modern Embedded Computing: Designing Connected, Pervasive, Media-Rich SystemsMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Modern embedded systems are used for connected, media-rich, and highly integrated handheld devices such as mobile phones, digital cameras, and MP3 players. All of these embedded systems require networking, graphic user interfaces, and integration with PCs, as opposed to traditional embedded processors that can perform only limited functions...


		

Beginning BlackBerry 7 DevelopmentApress, 2011

	Are you interested in creating BlackBerry apps using the latest BlackBerry 7 and BlackBerry Java Plug-in for Eclipse? Then this is the book for you. Beginning BlackBerry 7 Development offers a hands-on approach to learning how to build and deploy sophisticated BlackBerry apps using the latest tools...


		

Sales Hunting: How to Develop New Territories and Major Accounts in Half the Time  Using Trust as Your WeaponApress, 2014

	The first year of developing a new sales territory is a daunting task—especially in dog-eat-dog industries. The traditional advice is to train quickly on product, grab a customer list, start calling for appointments, discover opportunities, and close deals. In fact, almost every sales model out there is based on nothing more than...
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